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A groundbreaking, easy to check out, all-natural anti-aging program using vitamins, oils, and
many common foods to help you appear and feel younger. (Booklist). Research has shown
that the unpleasant indicators of maturing—s a natural solution for each problem.zippy,
interesting, and intriguing approach to defying age” In fact, they are a result of the decline in
your cellular and hormonal features. Get ready to appear and feel years more youthful!and
even reversed. Using things that you can discover in the home, you can stimulate your
hormone-producing glands into youthful activity again. Uncover the bio-actives—foods, herbs,
supplements, edibles, and necessary oils—that you should be eating, or applying externally,
and understand how their key compounds (such as for example resveratrol in burgandy or
merlot wine, squalene in olive oil, or ferulic acid in rice bran oil) will plump your skin, reduce
high blood circulation pressure, and even fight cancer cells. From restoring hair thinning with
rosemary and smoothing lines and wrinkles with honey, to avoid grey hair with onion
juice—there’such as for example hair loss, saggy skin, and unwanted facial hair— Roxy has
generated a clear-cut system that may help you take control of your looks and turn back the
clock. Learn how you can apply this fresh research to your very own life in this “aren't as
inevitable seeing that we once thought.In Bio-Small, renowned anti-aging professional and
nutritionist Roxy Dillon presents cutting-edge science and the natural, effective means to slow
down and reverse growing older. Science shows us that your hormones quickly decline after
age thirty, but the good information is that of your maturing symptoms could be halted—
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What a great book! I wanted information on how . I've begun using some of the essential oils
she recommends in a coconut oil base and also have definitely noticed an improvement in the
texture of my skin.. What a great book! I wanted details on how to be a better version of
myself - not so tired and grumpy constantly.. My eyes were brighter, my lashes and eyebrows
were much longer and fuller, my skin was healthier just about everywhere that I applied the
oil, and my locks (which got the oil that was leftover on my hands) was getting fuller.and also
seeking to improve myself physically as I actually roll into middle age. This book is very
informative about natural treatments for beauty regimens and health supplements to consider
for better health. I came across all the information to be scientifically audio and well
researched and the practical tips on how to apply all the details to your lifestyle were i'm all
over this..Further, certain areas which were "less strong" than they used to be are increasing,
and the appearance of cellulite in my legs is much better.After using these treatments for just
2 months (and take into account that some were put into my routine down the road), I look
around 10 years younger and much prettier (as in my younger days), all the above
improvements have just increased as time passes, I have new hair growth (I have been dealing
with hair fall since age 18), my dark circles are disappearing, I feel better within (which I
attribute to hormonal balance), and younger men have been flirting with me -- that was
entirely unexpected and kind of crazy. There is a large amount of information here therefore i
think it's important for folks to try what they feel they want and/or have room for in their
lifestyle. It includes information on natural supplements to take care of all aspects of aging.
Extremely useful, mostly for women I love the knowledge in this publication and have been
trying many of the suggestions with some success so far. A couple end-of-chapter
suggestions don't have much debate in the preceding text message, therefore you're left
wondering even more about them. I've always had great skin but it was hard to keep at bay.
Now I am off the cream, yay! It is smoother and softer and appears more youthful and not so
dry. Mainly, I found the estrogenic herbal products and natural oils the most impacful. Often
she suggests a particular form and you do not know if it matters whether you use it in another.
Also, spraying Equine Chestnut extract, accompanied by estrogenic oils after that dries on my
legs for spider veins and the start of varicose veins provides reduced sensitivity to touch in
those areas--I will need to see if indeed they become less noticeable with time. Incidentally, I
do believe my breasts and encounter seem a little fuller, too. I wouldn't state I've increased a
cup size, but there's definitely a little "spillage" over a push up bra now. Oh, and dill EO is not a
very appealing scent for applying there, lol!I came across the info in what causes hair to
improve color very interesting.) Basically, what I've now is the essential body oil that I started
with and some other treatments to handle trouble spots I was/am having.Criticisms--Directly-
connected citations within the text itself to supporting research will be wonderful. I also make
an effort to include as many of the foods she recommends as is definitely practicable,
considering my other diet and budgeting requirements. When I ran across the publication, I
was on the lookout for oils or other natural substances that could help my pores and skin to
stay firm and limited while I drop a whole lot of weight. This would assist in making
economical options if you're on a spending budget, as there can be overlap for most items.
This is best anti-aging I've heard This is best anti-aging I've heard, all in one place, for decades.
I give 5 stars for useful content, 3 for the quality of the writing, so a 4 overall, due to extremely
useful and info gathering in a single book you merely don't find just about everywhere.M shop,
not from Amazon. tincture vs. EASILY didn't have the fat loss factor, my epidermis would
probably be actually tighter than it is already. I was skeptical about obtaining truly noticeable



results, but it's just been a few weeks and I could see her suggestions work. My skin is
searching awesome once again, and the "age-related" acne I've started getting back in my late
40s is fully gone now--something I couldn't do without the very expensive use of Rx retinoid
cream. I believe Shatavari and Elemi were a couple. Shatavari is one I'd have like to know if the
extract can be an equivalent option to the powder.The book seems mostly geared to women;
THEREFORE I made various other concoctions predicated on her advice. So, if you are a man,
you won't find a lot designed for you, unless you're looking to help out the women in your
daily life.These criticisms are what would help take this book to a higher level as a work of
writing. That said, I quite definitely appreciate the useful, observable effects that can be found
from the information itself. Many you could make on your own if you're ambitious and wish to
save lots of $. they are not magical, but they are effective. I really like this book I love this
book, one of my favorites on skincare. not exactly skeptical, but reasonable in my goals. And
what I really like most is that all these benefits are the outcomes of increased wellness, not a
hide, not faking it, not putting toxins into my body to pretend I'm prettier or younger than I
really am. So that was my attitude when I gratefully got this book home to put into practice the
tips therein. I am currently reading the reserve for the next time to absorb even more info I
may have missed the 1st time. Natural solutions which work wonders to correct aging
problems This is an incredible work and, so far as I know, unique of its kind. People started to
comment on it. When cellular function and hormonal stability are improved, the body can
function (and look) like it is much younger than its years. It covers most of the common
mechanisms of aging. It really is a *little* technical, which is great for me, because I didn't have
to go and study those explanations on my own -- but it isn't a hard read at all and a good
reader who doesn't care for specialized explanations shouldn't have a difficult time with this
book. And even though you do, it will be worth it.The treatments recommended in this book
are actually incredible. would be helpful. Even though the author promises actually crazy
youthful results, I got it with a grain of salt and figured, I know the power found in plant-
structured remedies; It's definitely worthy of reading. The trunk of the reserve cover includes a
picture of Roxy and without a doubt she appears amazing and I can tell what she will works! I
was grateful because this reserve might have been written with me in mind -- technical
enough to satisfy most of my scientific curiosity, but virtually all the treatments therein were
natural plant-based remedies that I possibly could make at home on my own. THEREFORE I
was a happy camper; I am an Esthetican thinking about nutrition, herbs, natural assets and the
research behind it and this book does an amazing work at explaining it in a way that makes
complete sense. I'll sound like I'm trying to sell something, and every sentence could have an
exclamation tag. I was wishing that, over the course of months of losing weight, I would not
have a whole lot of sagging epidermis. That's all I must say i thought I needed. But I got a lot
more than that. I don't know the author individually except via email, since she has been
amazing about answering my questions. I added these treatments to my routine one or two at
a time over a total of about 2 months today, and I intend to continue adding even more
treatments as it is easy for me. It takes the physiological mechanisms of aging chapter by
chapter and addresses just a little about how each mechanism features and degrades with
age so the reader will understand how each kind of natural substance works on those
mechanisms to either boost cellular function or improve hormonal balance. I do try not to be
considered a braggart, but out of fairness to the author and the hope of helping her in her
work (because I want her to reach your goals for her personal sake and for mine, as I benefit
from her analysis and writings), I'll be forthcoming -- I was getting downright pretty again.. It



was remarkable. I would like to see info for men aswell. (Most of her treatments have become
simple -- just 1-3 what to mix and either ingest or apply externally -- but I made a decision to
combine treatments to minimize the trouble of applying way too many types of treatments.
I'm nearly vain enough and much too lazy to put on 12 different beauty remedies a day. I have
minimal gray for my age, and now I understand perhaps why and especially how I could
maintain it that way. Which includes a locks serum, a hair conditioning pre-hair shampoo
treatment, an eye essential oil, a face treatment, and a "trouble spots" oil for things like
cellulite, the more stubborn sagging skin, unwanted body hair, etc (that all appear to happen
on the same parts of my own body). A list of even more alternatives that do the same thing
had been and their relative strengths, such as for example how dill might equate to fennel EO
in the power and type of estrogenic substances or including a table listing the relative
squaline content material of different natural oils, etc. Within 2 weeks of using this essential oil,
I looked significantly younger. I don't do every one of them every time. If a experience is
normally anything like mine, you will be gorgeous and have to brush up on your rejection
abilities because you'll get a whole lot of offers. I have also begun acquiring ashwaganda and
ginseng - and I don't know whether it's a placebo impact or truly operating but whatever it is, I
have observed a positive improvement in my own disposition and energy. And the best part is
that my unique reason for buying the book -- to avoid sagging skin from weight loss --
provides been very well fulfilled through the use of Roxy's treatments. Every time I lose some
more pounds and it starts showing in my epidermis, I just increase the applications of oil to
those parts plus they shrink unbelievably fast. EO type, or whether one is certainly pretty
much effective. I trust the author's knowledge due to her educational background and many
years of experience. Simply good stuff once and for all health, which happens to also make
me look younger and more gorgeous.I purchased this book from a local B& This also applies
to a discussion comparing the same herb in powder vs.We am 43 yo and was looking much
over the age of that. I'm trying to temper my enthusiasm because I know that if I don't, this
review will sound totally fake. Roxy's assistance is just that amazing.I read the book and
discovered that, as a home herbalist, I currently had a lot of the "ingredients" for the suggested
remedies in my house, so I started by combining several oils and necessary oils together right
into a post-shower body oil and began to use it twice weekly (which is really as often as I have
to shower, as I have a dry out body composition).Just get the publication. Try the ideas in it. A
lot of them are easy, most of them are inexpensive, and the worst that may happen is you'll
appear the same as you do now, without negative side effects (so long as you have no
allergies to the substances you choose to use). Most I just use about twice weekly. One of the
best anti-aging books I have found I have no idea why this reserve is not near the top of the
New York Moments Bestseller list. It is much more informative than many anti-aging books.
The one thing I can't stand about it is certainly that the chapter brands are not near the top of
the page, so that it is usually hard to wade through. However, I really love this book. Two
thumbs up from me, though! Great book! The book arrived like new and on time. I want to
remain active and vital as best I could and in doing analysis, I stumbled upon this book. I highly
recommend this book! Five Stars The author is so knowledgable and the information
presented is invaluable to anyone interested in anti-aging. Worth every penny Can’t say
enough concerning this book. Best read in a long time. So much great info and so much help
with your maturing. Further, extracts and powders come in different concentrations, which
leaves you guessing what would be the most efficient concentration. I already appearance
young for my age, but this publication has countless inexpensive ways to make certain I stay



this way. Five Stars Completely amazing, informative & inspirational read for all age range!
would love to meet this Roxy extremely hands on, would love to meet this Roxy Dill-ON
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